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Student Survey Says 67%
Support ROTC In Some Form

A substantial majority of
students at Cornell University
feel that ROTC should be
retained by the University in
some form, according to survey
results presented to the faculty
yesterday by the Dean of
Students office, which conducted
the survey at student request.

Results of the sampling of ten
per cent of the student body on

campus showed that 67 per cent
of those responding favor
retention in some form, while 30
per cent do not favor retention in
any form.

However, a majority of
students, 61 per cent, said ROTC
programs should not continue as
they are now, while 48 per cent
said they should continue with
some modification.

ROTC UNDER EXAMINATION — Student ROTC survey and faculty action
yesterday were major steps in resolution of status of ROTC at Cornell.

NLRB Hearings End;
Cornell Awaits Decision

Two large cardboard boxes of
documents, plus official
transcripts of some 20 houTe of
testimony, are in the hands of the
National Labor Relations Board
(NLRB) this week, following last
week's hearing in Ithaca on
Cornell's petition to the NLRB to
assume jurisdiction in labor
matters at the University.

The University is asking the
national board to assume
regulatory powers, and is
seeking one large bargaining unit
to represent all non-professional,
non-supervisory personnel at
Cornell.

This would not involve the
skilled crafts, which already have
been organized and certified in
an election under the direction of
the New York State Labor
Relations Board.

Other parties involved in the
hearings were the Staff

Association of the Metropolitan
District Office, Extension
Division. School of Industrial and
Labor Relations in New York City,
which seeks to represent some
40 professional and non-
supervisory employes in that
office; the Association of Cornell
Employes — Libraries, which
seeks to represent all non-
supervisory, non-professional
employes of the Cornell
University library system as a
separate unit; Civil Service
Employes Association, which
seeks to represent all non-
supervisory, non-professional
employes of the university in the
state, and Service Employes
International Union, AFL-CIO,
which entered the case as a
"friend of the court."

The first two days of the three-
day hearing were spent in
Continued on Page 5

Sixty-three per cent said ROTC
courses taught by military
officers should not be given
academic credit. Ten per cent
indicated credit for all such
courses. 20 per cent credit
except in drill, orientation and
leadership, and 42 per cent favor
no credit for any such course.

Forty-eight per cent of the
students indicated that the
university should not work
toward the goal of improving
professional military education at
Cornell, while 30 per cent
indicated that they preferred to
have the University work toward
transferring the military portion
of officer training off-campus,
and 31 per cent said they want
complete disassociation of
Cornell from military training.

Of the 1,457 survey forms sent
out, 983 (or 67.5 per cent)
usable forms were returned.

(Statistics on the survey are on
page 11.)

In a statement offering the

Faculty
Action

| | Faculty action on ROTC
i;l; taken at yesterday's

meeting of the University
Faculty is reported in this
issue of Cornell Chronicle
on page 4.

report to the faculty, graduate
student Michael B. Teel said:

"Pressure to abolish ROTC
originated with some students,
and we can wonder how
representative these students
are. Until now. there has been no
information on what student
opinion really is. Several of us
have been concerned about this
and have conducted what we
hope to be a representative poll
of students. Since the ROTC
question is an ideological
dispute, the manner of its
resolution is debatable. In this
context the purpose of our poll is
only to clarify on an area that has
been dominated by conjecture.

"The start of our work on the
poll began when a group of
interested students went to see
Dean Meyer for help. The Dean
of Students Office agreed to
finance the poll and provide
assistance The next step was
the development of the
questionnaire. Professors Ratner
and Olum, Dean Meyer. Gary
Richwald, John Rees, and I
pieced together a poll based on
Continued on Page 71

Cornell Announces
Minority Program

Cornell University will take an
active role in seeking out,
recruiting and training minority
group members as employes.
President Dale R. Corson has
announced.

An "Affirmative Action
Program" has been started at the
University, and will be directed
by Personnel Director Diednch
Willers. who is already
interviewing applicants for the
job of heading up the project.

This will involve recruiting of
minority group applicants in the
community and area, and
directing a program to upgrade
those already employed.

In a memorandum outlining
the new program, President
Corson said;

"As part of its stated employe
relations policies and practices,
Cornell has long been an equal
opportunity employer as to
employment, promotion and
salary adjustments. It will
continue this policy without
discrimination as to age, race,
color, sex, creed, or national
origin.

"In 1969, it is not enough to
be an equal opportunity
employer in the sense of only
dealing with personnel issues
fairly as they arise: The University
must take positive and effective
steps to seek out, employ and
train minority group applicants in
larger numbers than we have so
far.

"We need to concern
ourselves with at least three
groups of individuals:

—The employe who should
be considered for further training
for promotion and an improved
career;

—The interested applicant
who cannot compete because he
does not have the education,
training, experience, and skills of
other applicants;

— Indiv iduals in the
community who for many
reasons do not apply, who
cannot be reached through the
normal channels of recruiting
and who need to be sought out.

"Efforts must be made to
promote, recruit, train and place
more individuals from each of
the above groups. I would like
each Dean, Director and
Department Chairman to review
his job openings and to take the
necessary steps to insure a full
and sympathetic consideration of
minority group applicants before
filling any opening. I would like
to have a report by the beginning
of the spring term of the actions
taken and planned in this regard.

"Through the Controller. I am
giving the Personnel Director
over-all responsibility for this
affirmative program in the
employment and upgrading of
non-academic personnel. He will
provide more detailed guidance
and continued support for your
efforts."

Apollo 12—Another Step

LUNA AND O'LEARY — On eve of scheduled Apollo 12 mission tomorrow.
Cornell scientists like Brran O'Leary, pictured above, are analyzing lunar
sample brought to earth by Apollo 11. A photo feature on the Cornell lunar

investigations is on pages 6 and 7 of this issue of Cornell Chronicle.
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Clarifies Draft
Induction Edict

The University Committee on
Selective Service has clarified
the recent action by President
Richard M. Nixon with reference
to extending for an academic
year, rather than a semester, the
postponement of induction of
graduate students

Stephen C. Brock, executive
secretary of the committee, said
the p o s t p o n e m e n t is
discretionary with each local
board and is given to those
graduate students pursuing a full
time course of study. It has no
connection to the I-S(C)
deferment, which cancels, rather
than postpones, an order of
induction for the period of an
academic semester. The I-S(C).
which is not available to those
who have requested and
received a 2-S student deferment
since July 1. 1967, is the
preferred draft status. For. at the
end of the I-S(C) deferred period,
the local board must reclassify
the registrant, who has then all
appeal rights. The postponement
of induction under the Nixon
approach does not provide for
reclassification and renewed
appeal rights

Questions on a variety of
Selective Service matters may be
referred to either Brock in the
Office of the Dean of Students.
133 Day Hall (6-4131) or Carola
Norton, director, Cornell Draft
Information Service, Anabel
Taylor Hall (6-4229)

In the various colleges and
schools, staff members are
available to advise Teaching
Assistants concerning their
par t icu lar occupat iona l
deferments. These individuals,
who serve on the University
Committee on Selective Service,
are: John F. Blanchard. Industrial
and Labor Relations; John C
Chambers. Human Ecology and
Academic Services; Alexander J.
Cheney. Arts and Sciences;
Edmund T. Cranch, Engineering;
Herbert L. Everett. Agriculture;
Paul L Gaurnier. Hotel
Administration; Kenneth E.
Gilbert. Graduate School of
Nutrition; William H. Johndrew,
Veterinary Medicine; Burnham
Kelly. Architecture. Art. and
Planning; Paul J. Leurgans.
Graduate School; Norman
Penney. Law School and Robert
E. Shearer. Business and Public
Administration.

Laboratory Dismantles Small Synchrotron
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Cornell University has
"dededicated" one of its most
distinguished scientific facilities

In a brief ceremony at the
Floyd R Newman Laboratory of
Nuclear Studies last Friday.-
Boyce D. McDamel, laboratory
director, dismantled a portion of
a 2.2 billion volt electron
synchrotron. The act. witnessed
by some 150 physicists, students
and technicians, officially marked
the end of the accelerator's 20
years of service to the study of
the inner properties of atoms.

Following the ceremony,
McDaniel, who as a young
physicist helped design and

grant from the Office of Naval
Research and can be given much
of the credit for preparing the
way for the world's largest
proton synchrotron under
construction at Batavia, III "

McDaniel pointed out that the
director of the Batavia project is
Robert Rathbun Wilson. Wilson
directed the construction and
operation of Corne l l s
synchrotron laboratory since its
beginnings in 1947 until leaving
for his present post two years
ago

"We were the first." McDaniel
said, "to apply the principle of
'strong focusing'."

last year completed construction
of the largest electron
synchrotron in the world. This 10
GeV machine is located in the
Robert Rathbun Wilson
Synchrotron Laboratory.

Cornell's newest synchrotron
is 33 times more powerful than
its first machine.

Throughout the years. Cornell
has developed a reputation
among scientists for building
accelerators rapidly and cheaply
Wilson was quoted as having
explained this by saying, "the
secret was our willingness,
almost our eagerness, to make
mistakes — to get a piece of

Requiem For A Pioneering Lightweight

THE WAKE WAS PHYSICAL — Faculty, students and technicians toast the end of 20 years of service to science by
the 2.2 GeV synchrotron at the Floyd R Newman Laboratory of Nuclear Studies. Laboratory director Boyce D.
McDaniel. left, helps Ronald L Martin, right, accelerator division director at Argonne National Laboratory to dismantle
portion of the synchrotron. The Argonne Laboratory will use major portions of the 2 2 GeV synchrotron

assemble the machine in the late
1940's, joined in what was
described as a "wake " With the
aid of refreshments, the group
began to reminisce over the
machine's successes, some of its
failures and its many
transformations.

Taking part were most of the
physicists originally associated
with the design and construction
and operation of the machine.
They included John W. DeWire.
associate director of the
Laboratory of Nuclear Studies;
Raphael M. Littauer, professor of
physics; William Woodward and
Albert Silverman. both professors
of physics.

"The machine was built in its
first form." McDaniel said, "in
the late 1940s with a $500,000

In the spring of 1955. Cornell
experimental physicists led the
way in the race to build higher
energy accelerators when they
incorporated the technique in
their machine. The technique is
now used in all high energy
accelerators. It utilizes magnetic
fields of a special shape to act on
the stream of particles fired
through the accelerator at a
target. The steam is compacted
much as a beam of light would
be by a series of lenses

"With this technique and a
number of other refinements."
McDaniel said, "our machine
evolved from 300 MeVs (million
electron volts) in 1949 to 2.2
GeVs (billion electron volts) in
1964."

With this background. Cornell

equipment together first and
then to change it so that it will
work I have maintained that
something that works right away
is .over -des igned and
consequently will have taken too
long to build and have cost too
much."

Synchrotrons, as opposed to
linear accelerators, fire particles
in a circular beam. This is done
with the aid of magnets. The
circular path of the beam at the
Batavia machine will cover four
miles as compared to the half-
mile path of the 10 GeV machine
at Cornell and the 20-foot path of
the original 300 MeV machine.

Scientists use accelerators,
linear and synchrotron, to find
out what goes on inside atoms.
With the machines they bombard

atomic nuclei with the high
energy particles to gather clues
to the mysterious forces that
hold atom nuclei together.
Electron accelerators fire
electrons at atomic nuclei
whereas proton accelerators fire
protons

In addition to the startling
advances achieved in accelerator
design at Cornell's synchrotron.
McDaniel said, the machines
have served through the years as
the subject for 90 students to
earn doctorate degrees in
experimental physics. Eight other
students used the machines to
earn masters degrees, he added.

"The contributions to basic
knowledge," he said, "have been
substantial."

Cornell scientists were the first
to produce resonant energy
levels in protons with high
energy photons and were among
the first to determine the size and
shape of protons.

"The discovery of these
resonances in protons. "
McDaniel said, "opened a new
era in high energy physics and
showed the need for accelerators
of higher energy."

While the bombarding beams
in both *he smallest and largest
accelerators approach the'speed
of light, he said, it is the
increased energy of the
bombarding particles that bring
into evidence the multitude of
new reactions scientists have
observed in recent years

The major components of the
machines which have served
Cornell scientists so well through
the past two decades, McDaniel
said, will be used to modify the
12 GeV proton accelerator at
the Argonne National Laboratory.
Argonne, III.

Ronald L Martin, accelerator
division director at Argonne. took
part in the "dededication"
ceremony and explained much of
the 2 2 GeV machine will be
used to increase by ten times the
intensity of the Argonne
machine.

While the energy level will
remain the same, the
modification will increase the
number of particles in the
Argonne machines bombarding
beam.

Martin said he was particularly
happy to acquire the Cornell
machine because he had worked
in Cornells synchrotron
laboratory as a research
associate for four years in the
early 1950s.

Straight Scoop
The Department of University

Unions announces the following
events this week:

The Graphics 33 art exhibit in
the Willard Straight Hall Art
Room under the sponsorship of
the Fine Arts Committee.

East Asian Leaders "Coffee
Hour" in the Willard Straight Hall
International Lounge. Sunday. 7
to 9 p.m. No charge. Sponsored
by the Willard Straight
International Committee.
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Professors Will Outline Africana Studies Courses
The Africana Studies and

Research Center is offering ten
courses this term. Cornell
Chronicle in the coming weeks
will present descriptions of the
courses as prepared by the
professors who teach them. The
series starts this week with the
two courses taught by Assistant
Professor Rukudzo Murapa.
"Colonialism and Africanization
of Public Administration" and
"Black Political Thought (in the
United States) "
COURSE TITLE:

Colonialism and Africanization
of Public Administration
CONTENT

This course is designed to
analyze and study the
composition and goals of public
administration (service) in (1)
Britain (2) British Colonial Africa
(3) independent (selected)
African nations. Major questions
to be dealt with include: (a) What
is public administration? (b)
What was the nature of the
Bri t ish Colonia l publ ic
administration? i.e. goals, means
etc. (c) Who occupied the various
levels and positions in the whole
structural network?

A central theme in the
discussion will be the question of
Colonial Administration and its
tendency to institutionalize and
legitimize inequities of power as
well as the control mechanism
employed

With some adjustments these
Questions shall also be dealt with
as they pertain to the
independent (former British)
African Nations. Certain African
Nations shall be selected as case
studies. Particular attention shall
be paid to new structures and
goals (if any) that have emerged
in African Nations since
independence
AIM:

The aim of the course is
twofold. (1) to provide a
comparative study in the
organization of the Public Service
systems, specifically, the Civil
Service of Britain and of her
former African colonies (with
emphasis on Ghana. Nigeria,
Sierra Leone, Kenya. Tanzania
and Zambia).

(2) To see, if in fact, there has
been a re-organization of the
Public service system in these
countries since independence in
order to more adequately meet
the needs and national priorities
of these countries. In other
words, what has independence
meant in terms of public
administration in African
countries? Has independence
merely meant the replacement of
expatr iates by Africans
(Blackenization) or has it brought
with it a call for relevancy?
COURSE RATIONALE

Little attention has hitherto
been paid to the direction being
taken by public administration in
the new nations of Africa. During
the colonial era, it was only
natural that the public service
system be so designed and
organized as to be consistent
w ith the interests of Britain and
the maintenance and promotion
of "Pax Britannica

With independence coming to
Africa, the question is whether
any aspect of the British Colonial
administrative systems is to be
retained as is, reorganized or
abolished. The answer to these
questions, of course, depend on
whether Africa's interest is
different from that of Britain, as
well as on a determination of the
most effective means of meeting
needs and promoting the interest
of Africa.

The general rationale of the
course is that a lot of the public
service administrative structures
which today are remnants of the
colonial system in Africa are
neither adequate nor relevant to
the nation-building needs in
Africa. Some structures may be
left intact but their functions
need reorientation.

The new public service
programs and Ministries such as
Villagization and Ministers of

RUKUDZO MURAPA
Africana Studies Professor

Culture unknown during the
colonial period ' will be of
particular interest.
COURSE TITLE:
Black Political Thought (In the
U.S.)

A study of: three major
organizational philosophies in
Black America since 1850: 1)
E m i g r a t i o n i s m 2 )
Accommodationism 3) Pan-
Africanism. Recurrent themes
running throughout black
political, social, economic, and
psychological history: casual
factors prominent in various
periods: composition of the
American political culture:
theoret ica l fo rmu la t ions
applicable in analyzing and
understanding dominating
subordinant relationships
CONTENT:

This course is designed to
explore and critically analyze the
major theories that have been
developed by Black political
philosophers. It seeks to
demonstrate the unique
characterist ics of Black
philosophers, i.e., black
philosophers do not form
theoretical formulations in the
abs t r ac t . ra ther the i r
philosophies are in direct
response to the racist social,
political and economic dictates
confronting them Thus, their
philosophies are socially
functional — put to work by the

philosophers themselves. As a
general rule, black political
philosophers can be classified
into three broad categories, viz.:
Emigrationists, Accommodation-
ists and Pan-Africanists.

a) Emigrationists — those who
advocate the total abdication of
the black man from America to
"anyplace is better than here,"
— generally to Africa but also to
Canada, Latin America, the
Carribean. etc. Major advocates
of this principle to be studied in
this course include Martin
Robinson Delany, Edward
Wilmot Blyden and Alexander
Crummell.

b) Accommodationists:—those
who believe that the black man
has a right to claim America as
his rightful home, thus he must
remain here and fight vigorously
for his rights as a human being
and as a citizen. Advocates of
this principle are further broken
down based upon the means
they propose to gain those rights,
e.g. non-violence; "by — any —
m e a n s n e c e s s a r y ' :
revolutionaries, etc.

A m o n g t h e m a j o r
representat ives of th is
philosophy are: Frederick
Douglass and Booker T.
Washington.

c) Pan-Africanists: — those
who advocate a viable and
dynamic interrelationship among
people of African origin
throughout the world. This
interrelationship is to be at all
levels including: economic,
political, social, psychological,
cultural, etc. — all this as a
means of not only liberating the
black man from the. racist nature
of white power but also as a
means of creating wholesome
Black Power.

Selected as major spokesmen
of this contention for study in this
course are WEB. DuBois.
Marcus Garvey and Malcolm X.

The discussion in this course
shall therefore center around
such questions as: What are
these political philosophers
(most of whom were (are)
political activists) pre-occupied
with? Why are they so pre-
occupied? How do they propose
to achieve their goals?)

For the most part, 1850 —
1930 shall be the major period
dealt with. Of course, relevant
material can and will be drawn
from outside this period.

Throughout the course,
attention will be paid to recurrent
themes not only in the lives of
the figures studied but also in the
historical veins of black
experience. Beyond the study of
black figures and the
characteristics of their thought,
the course will endeavor to make
understandable the nature and
character of the political
organizations and activities
generated by these philosophers
in their role as political thinkers
and analysts.

It will be noted that certain of
these philosophers demonstrate
a shift in their thought-positions
in the course of time and due to
circumstantial events (political,
economical and social).

Discussion will therefore
accentuate those driving causal
factors prominent in each period
and. thus, responsible for the
said shift

It is. therefore, hoped that the
course will, in the ultimate,
enable the participants to
determine what the inputs are
that have gone into the making
of the American political culture
and her sub-cultures. More than
this, however, the course will
suggest the kind of theoretical
formulations that can be applied
towards understanding other
dominant-subordinant situations.
e.g., the Chinese in Indonesia or
the French in Canada.
AIM

The aim of the course is not
only to give the student the very
necessary knowledge that there
are in fact some Black political
thinkers of high esteem who.
unfortunately, have been for the
most part left outside the covers
of political "history" and political
science as a discipline: rather it
also is intended to give the
student trends of thought that
are very relevant to his position
in the society and challenge him
to deal with those thoughts
analytically and functionally. For
instance, the student will be
expected to functionally manage
say. Martin Delany's philosophy

in the same way one might study
Alex deTocqueville or David
Easton.
COURSE RATIONALE

As a general practice, courses
on political theory have dealt
exclusively w i th whi te
philosophers. This has also been
true even in instances where the
theory(ies) dealt with the nature
and station of the black man's
life in a white world Three
reasons may be held responsible
for this: Political scientists have
not done much work on black
political philosophers (2) The
racist nature of society has
caused black philosophers not to
be considered seriously as
philosophers (3) Black
philosophers have, because of
their leadership as spokesmen
for their race, been regarded
more as political or civil rights
activists than as philosophers

It is therefore the objective of
this course to bring the Black
political philosophers from the
dark shadows of history and place
them into the dynamic position
that has given full life to the
struggle of the Black man.

In short, the course's objective
is to bring serious analysis and
academic treatment to black
scholarship — specifically black
political philosophers in this
course.

Personnel Reassigns Staff
To Enable Greater Assistance

New assignments have been
made in the Personnel
Department in order to enable it
to be of greater assistance to
faculty and employes of the
University and to use existing
staff to better advantage.

The a s s i g n m e n t s as
announced by Diedrich K.
Willers, director of the Personnel
Department, are:

(1) Mrs. Elizabeth (Betty)
Corrigan (6-3974. 6-5226)
continues as assistant director of
personnel wi th primary
responsibility for retirement,
f a c u l t y s e r v i c e s ,

communications. including
orientation. direct employe
contacts, manual and handbook
preparation and interpretation.

(2) Mrs. Florence Blanchard (6-
4869. 6-5226). personnel
supervisor,' is responsible for the
processing and control of all
appo in tments . t rans fers ,
promotions and resignations.
This position has been created in
order to process the necessary
forms for payroll on time, in the
correct manner and at the right
amount.

(3) Fred Hodgson (6-4735. 6-
5226), is appointed manager of
employment and wage and
salary administration, and in
addition is responsible for the
recruiting and classification of
exempt supervisory and
administrative personnel.

(4) Mrs. Jean Reinbold (6-
2363. 6-5226). personnel
specialist, is responsible for the
recruiting and classification of all
non-exempt administrative,
clerical and secretarial personnel.

(5) Karl Keller (6-3925, 6-
5226). personnel specialist, is
responsible for the recruiting and
classification of all exempt and
non-exempt technical positions.

(6) Peter Tufford (6-6226).
personnel special ist, is
responsible for the recruiting and
classification of all non-exempt
service and safety positions.

Ombudsman
Starts Service

The Information Referral
Service of the Office of the
Ombudsman has begun
operation.

The Referral Service is
compiling an information bank
for the use of Cornell and the
Ithaca community. Its aim is to
provide a central office where
information about specific
groups or available services may
be secured. It is hoped that
people will be able to find out
who to call, what to do. where to
go. and how to do just about
anything. The need for a service
not already provided should also
become apparent as well as gaps
in present services and
procedures, Steven Telsey,
assistant to the ombudsman,
said.

The Information Referral
Service will be open from 2-4
p.m.. Monday through Friday.

"If you have a question about a
specific group or are interested
in the availability of certain
services, please call 256-3724."
Telsey said.
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Bulletin
of the Faculty
(Publication of this Bulletin is supervised by the

Secretary of the University Faculty, William T. Keeton,
304 Day Hall, 256-4843.)

University Faculty Act
At their meeting yesterday the

University Faculty passed, 385 to
99, an amended version of the
Resolution proposed by the
Special Faculty Committee on
Military Training. (See last
week's Bulletin for a copy of all
of the motions taken up at the
meeting.) The committee
themselves had already agreed
to accept the new introductory
language proposed in the DeWire
Amendment. The Faculty
adopted the amendment of
paragraph 2 proposed by the
minority members of the special
committee. The Faculty also
adopted the new wording of
paragraph 3 proposed in the

On Military Training
Chester Amendment.

The final text of the motion, as
amended, appears elsewhere in
this Bulletin.

The Faculty rejected the
Nichols substitute motion and
went on to reject the Strout
substitute motion as well. The
Orear Amendment was voted
down. After the Faculty passed
the main motion, as amended,
Professor Olum, taking note of
both the lateness of the hour and
the temper of the House,
withdrew his Additional Motion
with the understanding that he
would raise it again at a
subsequent meeting.

Final Military Training Motion
"RESOLVED, That it is the

sense of this Faculty that
military instruction should
continue at Cornell under the
following conditions:"

1. That military drill and
orientation be considered
ineligible for academic credit;

2. That professional military
courses, in order to receive
academic credit, be taught
either within or under the
auspices of one of the degree-
granting colleges or schools,

with the exception that when
such a course cannot be so
accommodated it may be
evaluated on the basis of its
merits for establishing the
permissible level of academic
credit to be granted;

(3) That in academic subjects
(as distinguished from
professional military subjects),
for which credit is to be
awarded, there be substitution of
courses taught by members of
the faculties of the degree-
granting colleges and schools for
those taught by military officers.
This stipulation shall only apply
to students entering Cornell
after September 1,1970;

4. That insofar as the
University Faculty continues to
assign hours of credit to
professional military courses,
the individual colleges and
schools continue to be free to

determine the extent to which
such credit may count toward
their degree requirements;

5. That the qualifications of
candidates for the position of
senior officer of each of the
ROTC units be carefully
reviewed by the University
Administration prior to their
initial appointments in a manner
comparable to that applied to
other similarly influential
positions in the University
community;

6. That junior officers
attached to the ROTC units
henceforth generally receive
appointments as Visiting
Lecturers;

7. That the Air Force and
Navy be requested to make
changes to eliminate possible
unfairness in connection with
withdrawal of students from
their programs;

8. That there be established a
new committee with broad
respons ib i l i ty for the
readjustment of the relations
between ROTC and the
University and for reporting
annually to the appropriate
segments of the University, and
that this committee comprise
representatives of the three
services, of the individual
faculties, of students enrolled in
the program, of other students,
and of the University
administration.

Miller Statement Before
Commission on

Dean of the University
Faculty Robert D. Miller tea*
among University officials
who spoke at a public meeting
of the Temporary New York
State Commission to Study the
Causes of Campus Unrest in
Syracuse last Friday. Others
who spoke were Joseph B.
Bugliari, judicial
administrator and associate
professor of agricultural
economics; Mrs. Alice H.
Cook, ombudsman and
professor of industrial and
labor relations; and Alan K.
McAdams, associate professor
of managerial economics.
Mark Barlow Jr., vice
president for student affairs,
also attended. Here is Miller's
statement:

My name is Robert Miller. I

Campus Unrest
am a Professor in the
Department of Agronomy of the
College of Agriculture at Cornell
University. I am also nearing the
midpoint of a five-year term as
Dean of the University Faculty,
an office that may be unique to
Cornell though the title is not.
The Dean is selected by the
Faculty, and appointed by the
Trustees; he is the Faculty's
own emis sa ry to the
administration, and expedites
the work of the Faculty as a
legislative body.

Until July 15, when the
Trustees made their response to
the Henderson law, the
University Faculty at Cornell
possessed, by tradition and by
administrative action, authority
to establish rules of student
conduct and to provide suitable
m a c h i n e r y for t h e i i

enforcement. It still has this
authority, except in the matter
of public order on campus;
Professor (Joseph B.) Bugliari
will tell you about that. The
Faculty has shared its authority
with students to a considerable
degree. Consequently, as Dean, I
have often been in the middle of
crucial problems that concern
s tuden t s , facul ty , and
administration; for example, the
events surrounding the
occupation of Willard Straight
Hall by members of the Afro-
American Society last April.

As I now reflect on that
unhappy experience, and its
aftermath on campus, it seems
to me that one crucial aspect of
our situation was both a source
of great difficulty and an aspect
which is not widely understood.

I am talking about two sets of
conflicting emotions which
emerged last spring with such
intensity as to make it extremely
difficult for normal processes to
function. These were the
emotions of those who felt
frightened or threatened on the
one hand, and the emotions of
those subject to feelings of guilt
on the other. The highest
principles could be — and were
— invoked in support of both
emotions. I believe that we found
that the problems on our campus
last spring did not yield to our
accustomed ways of conducting
business, not because of a lack of
rules, nor because of a lack of
suitable machinery for enforcing
those rules, but because we were
caught squarely in the crossfire
of these two conflicting
emotions.

At one time or another, a
substantial number of members
of the faculty and of the student
body have become convinced
that the pressure for change
threatened their rights, or even
their physical safety. Threats
were made, and the fact that
they were not actually
consummated did nothing to
diminish their reality in the
minds of those who were or felt
threatened. Furthermore, once
threats are perceived and fear is
felt, both are reinforced by
anxious interpretations of words,
events, and rumors. There is
then a reflexive instinct to strike
back or to demand protection,
and to distrust all verbal
reassurances. Those affected
feel desperate and defiant,
whether the threat they perceive
comes from a radical or from
the establishment.

At the same time, many
members of the faculty and of
the student body reacted to
certain events and demands
primarily in terms of guilt
feelings, which are prevalent on
campus as they are elsewhere.
Such feelings exist on a
spectrum of issues, such as the
war in Vietnam, the continued
manifestations of poverty in
America, the pollution of our
environment, and so on. But they
are most intensely felt around
the issue of black and white in
America. Those who experience
feelings of guilt also seek to
a t o n e , and they a r e
psychologically prepared to

Phone The
Ombudsman
287 Ives Hall

The telephone number
of the University
Ombudsman is 256-4321

accept sacrifices or even
punishment as part of their
atonement in response to guilt.

The issues that troubled our
campus last spring created
situations where those who felt
threatened strongly demanded
one set of responses, while those
who felt guilty strongly
demanded an entirely different
set of responses. Deep matters
of principle were invoked by both
groups. The administration, the
faculty committees, and the
student-faculty judicial bodies
were in the middle. Nor were
they themselves immune to
these feelings. No matter what
they did, they would have been
denounced and their judgment
and motives attacked.

Having volunteered this
diagnosis to explain the intensity
of dissensions at Cornell last
spring, I am not sure that I can
also volunteer a prescription to
prevent a relapse. If I thought
that the (New York State)
Legislature could, in a stroke,
legislate away either the
problems that produce emotions
or the emotions themselves, I
would say so, but I know this is
not possible. It is also a fact that
the situation on the campus
reflects problems that cannot be
solved on the campus alone.
Universities are struggling to
deal with strong emotions, and to
contain and ameliorate the harsh
conflicts they produce on
campuses.

I have spoken of conditions
that developed at Cornell last
spring. What has happened since
then? As might be expected, the
emotions I referred to have
ebbed, and I believe that the
Faculty and the student body
were sobered by the experience.
People will not again be so easily
aroused, but we are human and it
would be foolish to assert that it
can't happen again, given the
right provocation.

The Legislature has already
shown itself to be aware of the
sensitivity of university
campuses to intervention from
the outside. The fact that it
chose to pass the Henderson law
in preference to more stringent
proposals in the heat of last
spring, is, -in my opinion,
evidence of this sensitivity, and
of the Legislature's confidence
that universities could make it
on their own. I believe this
confidence will be vindicated.
There will be moments when the
issue may appear to be in doubt,
but these will pass. Those who
aspire to live out their lives at a
university will not abandon it in
an hour of turmoil.

Faculty Election Results
Secretary of the Faculty, term

of three years ending June 30,
1972: William T. Keeton,
p ro fes so r of biology,
Neurobiology and Behavior.

Committee on Academic
Freedom and Tenure, term of
four years ending June 30, 1972:
S. Cushing Strout, professor of
English.

Committee on Student Affairs,
term of two years ending June
30, 1971: John W. Wilkins,
associate professor of physics.
Atomic and Solid State Physics.

Committee on Academic
Integrity, term of two years
ending June 30, 1971: Thomas A.
Ryan, professor of psychology.

Appeals Board, Academic
Integrity, term of three years
ending June 30, 1972: M.H.
Abrams, Frederic J. Whiton
Professor of English.

Appeals Board, Academic
Integrity, term of two years
ending June 30, 1971: David
Dropkin, professor of
mechanical engineering,
Thermal Engineering.

Appeals Board, Academic
Integrity, term of one year
ending June 30, 1970: J. Murray
Elliot, associate professor of
animal science.

Boards on Student Conduct,
term of three years ending June
30, 1972: Richard D. O'Brien,
professor and chairman,
Neurobiology and Behavior and
Arthur L. Bloom, associate
professor of geological sciences.

University Hearing Board,
term of four years ending June
30, 1973: Fred Slavick, professor
of industrial and labor relations.

University Hearing Board,
term of three years ending June
30, 1972: Charlotte M. Young,
professor of medical nutrition,
Graduate School of Nutrition.

University Hearing Board,
term of two years ending June
30, 1971: Michael E. Fisher,
professor of chemistry and
mathematics, Chemistry.

University Hearing Board,
term of one year ending June 30,
1970: Walter R. Lynn, professor
of environmental systems
engineering and director, Center
for Environmental Quality
Management.

University Review Board,
term of four years ending June
30, 1973: Richard G. Warner,
professor of animal science.

University Review Board,
term of two years ending June
30, 1971: John W. DeWire,
professor of physics and nuclear
studies and associate director,
Laboratory of Nuclear Studies.

The Arts This Week
Nov. 13 — Poetry Reading

Prose — Cornell Writers. 4 p.m.
at Temple of Zeus.

Tickets go on sale for Anouilh's
Antigone, playing in Kaufmann
Auditorium Nov. 19-23. 8:15
p.m. University Box Office open
noon to 3 p.m. Monday thru
Saturday.
Nov. 14, 15 — Stolen Kisses.
directed by Francois Truffaut.
with Jean-Pierre Leaud and
Delphine Seyrig. 7 and 9 p.m.
Statler Auditofium.

Nov. 16 — The concert.
Spanisches Liederbuch, of Hugo
Wolf has been postponed.

Nov. 17 — Informal concert.
Ann Silsbee. harpsichord. 4:30
p.m. Barnes Hall.

Pudovkin's Mother and Cheese
Fever. Final program of the
University Cinema subscription
series. The Foundations of
Russian Cinema. 7:30 p.m.
Drummond Studio. Lincoln Hall.
Only subscription tickets will be
accepted for admission.
Nov. 17. 18 — How I Won the
War, directed by Richard Lester,
with Michael Crawford and John
Lennon. 7 and 9 p.m. Statler
Auditorium.

Nov. 18 — Pierre Fournier. cello.
8:15 p.m.. Bailey Hall. (Bailey
Hall Concert Series)
Ongoing — Kandinsky
Watercolors, White Art Museum
until Dec. 14.

Prints for Purchase White
Art Museum until Dec. 14.



Group Studies Housing Plans From the Ashes
Preliminary plans intended to

Maintain full occupancy of all
University residence halls next
Year will be discussed at today's
Meeting of the Committee on
Housing Plans for 1970

The committee which includes
e'9ht students, five faculty and
e'9ht administrators was formed
earlier this fall by Dean of
Students Elmer E. Meyer, Jr.,
committee chairman

Meyer explained that "If
Present- residence requirements
rernain in force and current rates
°f voluntary occupancy do not
lrT1Prove, Cornell could have
some 1200 empty beds next
Year and our committee hopes to
corne up with solutions that will
avoid this dilemma."

The committee, which will
make a final report with its
recommendations to Vice
Resident for Student Affairs
^ark Barlow Jr and Acting
provost Robert A. Plane early
ne*t month, is considering a
variety of solutions developed by
"s three sub-committees.

One sub-committee, headed
by Steven Potoker '73. is
developing plans intended to

all University residences
attractive so that a larger

nunnber of students would
choose to live in them on a
voluntary basis. A second sub-
committee, chaired by Frances
holmes '72, is considering the
esidence requirements needed.

l n addition to current
re°,uirements, to assure full
°ccupancy A third committee.
headed by Esta Bigler 70. is
trV m g to develop an
economically feasible dining plan
tnat will provide an added
jnducement to occupants of
University residences.

Meyer emphasized that
a|though the sub-committees are
w°rking independently, there is.a
Possibility that all three
aPProaches might be combined
n the committees final
Commendations He said the
c°mmittee planned to hold at
east two public meetings in the

near future, one at Noyes Center
a n d the other at a north campus
Ocation. where all interested
jjarties will have a chance to
dlscuss the plans and offer
additional ideas.

Meyer explained that the
student committee members had.

een named by the student
9 o v ern ing groups wi th
esidential interests so that they
°uld both reflect the opinions of
eir groups and report back to
em on ideas being considered

v 'he committee. Faculty and
a " members were selected

ecause of similar interests in
r°blems of campus housing,
^embers of the Committee on

fusing Plans for 1970 include:
gSta Bigler. Willard Straight
° a r d of Managers; Diane
arleY. Small Living Unit
o Richard Caldwell.

^ y ; j o t Carpenter.
S|stant professor. Landscaping

n d Design and chairman of
Q

Or>stituent Assembly Task Force
„ Campus Life; Joseph

arreiro. professor and head.
Ousing and Design and

chairman. Environmental Values
Committee; Ruth Darling,
associate dean of students;
George Ecker, assistant dean of
students for men's large
residence halls; Shirley Egan.
Residential Council; Stephen
Endicott, Graduate Coordinating
Council; Fran Holmes. WSGA;
Arthur Jaeger, dining manager.
Willard Straight and Noyes
Center; Elmer Meyer, dean of
students and assistant vice
president for student affairs,
chairman; Steven Potoker. Dorm
Area Council; William Provine,
assistant professor. History;
Alain Seznec, associate dean.
College of Arts and Sciences;
Jack Shaw, director, Housing
and Dining Services; Ann
Shumate, assistant dean of
students for women's large
residence halls; Cindy Swan,
Panhellemc Council; Edgar
Whiting, director. University
Unions and David Williams,
director. International Students
Office.

Sage Notes
All graduate students

are reminded of the new
rule that a course may not
be dropped or changed
from credit to audit after
November 22. 1969 (Fall
term. 1969).

The election for
membership on the
General Committee of the
Graduate Faculty resulted
in the following
membership. If you have a
question about graduate
education you might
consult the appropriate
member of the Committee:

Dean W. Donald
Cooke. Associate Dean
Paul . J. Leurgans.
Professor Frank W.
Young, Secretary.
(Development Sociology)

Members - At - Large:
Professor Joseph A.
Carreiro (Housing and
Design). Professor Donald
F. Ho/comb (Physics).
Professor Walter F.
LaFeber (History).
Professor Adrian M. Srb
(Genetics).

Humanities: Professor
Patricia Car den (Slavic
Studies). Professor
Anthony F. Caputi
(English Language and
Literature).

Social Sciences:
Professor Barclay G.
Jones (City & Regional
Planning), Professor Henry
N. Ricciuti (Human
Development and Family
Studies).

Biological Sciences:
Professor Harlan P. Banks
(Botany). Professor William
Hansel (Animal Science).

Physical Sciences:
Professor David Drop kin
(Mechanical Engineering).
Professor Doug/as B.
Fitchen (Physics).

MODERNIZED CHAPEL — University Episcopal Chaplain J Gurdon
Brewster prepares for an Episcopal service in the recently completed Anabel
Taylor Chapel The chapels interior was redone and modernized after the old

interior was destroyed by fire last year.

Campus Planning Group
To Deal With Environment

A 1 2-member student-faculty-
administration committee has
been created at Cornell
University to advise the vice
president for planning and the
president on all matters relating
to the physical environment of
the University.

The new committee, named
the University Committee on
Campus Planning, replaces the
Committee on Environmental
Values. which has been
dissolved.

The C o m m i t t e e on
Environmental Values was
created three years ago by
former President James A.
Perkins in response to faculty
concern for preservation of some
of the University's older buildings
and certain areas of the campus.

Thomas W. Mackesey. vice
president for planning, said the
committee demonstrated it could
play an important part in
maintaining and developing the
physical setting of the University.
He said he felt it should have an
expanded and more positive role
in University planning.

M a c k e s e y sa id he
recommended creation of the
new committee rather than
changes in the old committee
after several talks with many
persons concerned with the
University's environment.

"It would be the responsibility
of the committee," Mackesey
said, "to advise the vice
president for planning and the
president on all matters that
involve the University's physical
environment. This would include
sites for buildings, design of
buildings. pedestrian and

vehicular circulation, parking, the
preservation of buildings and
spaces of particular historic or
aesthetic significance and
anything else that would effect
the long-range development of
the physical setting of the
University."

Members of the new
committee are: John E. Burton,
vice president for business;
Burnham Kelly, dean of the
College of Architecture. Art and
Planning; Richard P. Korf,
professor of plant pathology; Jot
D. Carpenter, assistant professor
of landscape architecture,
floriculture and ornamental
horticulture; Joseph Carreiro.
professor of design and
environmental analysis; A. Henry
Detweiler. associate dean of the
College of Architecture. Art and
Planning; Stuart M. Brown Jr..
vice president for academic
affairs; Andrew Schultz Jr.. dean
of the College of Engineering;
George Winter, the Class of
1912 Professor of Engineering;
David Novarr. professor of
English, and Stephen Katz '70
and Philip L. Bereano, graduate
student.

Cancellation
The Cornell Constituent

Assembly mee t ing ,
formerly scheduled for
tonight at 7:30 in Bailey
Hall, has been cancelled
because of the November
13-14 Moratorium. The
next meeting of the
Assembly will be at 7:30
p.m. a week from today in
Bailey Hall.
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NLRB
Continued from Page 1

putting evidence into the record
that would support the
University's contention that
Cornell and other institutions of
higher education have a wide
economic impact and are
involved in interstate commerce,
which would make them properly
subject to NLRB jurisdiction.

Wallace C Rogers. the
university's director of
purchasing, presented figures to
show that universities and
colleges in the nation purchase
nearly $2 billion a year worth of
goods manufactured outside the
states in which they are located.

The final day of the hearing
was taken up in determining
what would be the proper labor
unit or units to represent
employes at the University.

The employes at the
Metropolitan District Office.
I&LR. contended through their
representative. Mrs Carol
Wittenberg, that the economic
conditions and working
conditions in New York City, plus
the office's degree of autonomy
justify a separate bargaining unit.

The library employes'
association, seeking to represent
some 270 non-professional
employes on the libraries' staff,
also offered testimony as to the
autonomy of the libraries.

Mrs. Lynne McLewm. speaking
for the employes, said they had
been organized as an association
for some time and had
represented employes in matters
of mutual concern She said
library employes had a
"community of interest" separate
from that of other secretaries,
drivers and clerical employes,
and, from others who work night
hours. She mentioned the
complexity and judgment
required of clerical employes in
cataloging the materials they
handle.

Bath Cornell and Civil Service
Employes "Assn. are seeking one
unit, to represent Cornell
employes throughout the state.
with the exception of the Cornell
Medical College and the School
of Nursing, both in New York
City

This unit would represent
employes in both the endowed
and statutory colleges, and their
divisions at various locations
throughout the state.

The records of the hearing
have been forwarded to the
NLRB in Washington, and
all parties were given until
November 21 to file briefs with
the board. The board will review
the record and make its
determination as to whether or
not it will take jurisdiction, and. if
so. what the bargaining unit or
units should be.

Cornell's position is expected
to be challenged by some
educational institutions located
in states that do not have state
labor relations acts, and are thus
unregulated now. but would be if
NLRB took jurisdiction.
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Science
Cornell Scientists Gather Clues to Moon's Origin

To get the lunar samples on
campus as quickly as possible,
postdoctoral associate Jim Roth
used private plane to bring them
from Houston to Ithaca.

Professors Tom Gold (left) and
George Morrison describe

proposed research while displaying
moon dust at press conference

in Ithaca after samples arrived.

Moon rocks under microscope show transluscence, m

The moon: How did it get there and what's it
made of? Man has been speculating for centuries,
but now—with actual pieces in his hands—he is be-
ginning to find answers.

Two Cornell scientists are among 142 investigators
from the U.S. and abroad selected by NASA to an-
alyze lunar soil samples brought to earth by the
Apollo 11 and future missions.

Professor Thomas Gold, chairman of the Astron-
omy Department and director of Cornell's Center for
Radiophysics and Space Research, heads one team.
They are studying particle structure as well as the
light-reflecting and electrical qualities of rock chips
and dirt samples in an attempt to learn how they
were formed.

"Hardly any earth substance is as black as moon
dust" reports scientist Brian O'Leary, the former as-
tronaut who is now one of Gold's co-investigators.
Under a microscope, however, translucent crystals—
some white, some orange—appear together with black
spheres, he'reports.

Cornell's other study team is headed by George
H. Morrison, professor of chemistry. His assignment
is to analyze the chemical makeup of lunar rock sam-

' pies for evidence of the moon's original composition,
chemical changes over the centuries and contamina-
tion from meteorites or cosmic dust.

Morrison is using spark source mass spectroscopy,
a technique he and his students have perfected over
a six-year period, to detect and measure amounts of
chemical elements present in the samples. He is also
using Cornell's nuclear feactor, housed in the J.
Carlton Ward Jr. Laboratory, to bombard samples
with neutrons. Since every element under bombard-
ment emits a gamma ray of different energy, Morri-
son can pinpoint precise amounts of each element
present in the samples.

Neither Gold nor Morrison can reveal their find-
ings before a January conference scheduled by NASA
for all investigators. Gold has already offered the
theory, however, that splashes of metallic-like mate-
rial observed on lunar rocks by the Apollo 11 astro-
nauts may have been created by a huge solar flare.
Photos of the droplets were taken on the moon with
a camera designed for the astronauts by a group of
scientists headed by Gold.

Over 8,000 visitors of all ages,
from babies to grandparents,
crowded into Olin Library to view
Apollo 11 moon samples and photographs.
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Rock from the moon—two of the
samples delivered to Cornell for
analysis. Gold's team is studying surface
characteristics which may answer
such questions as why the moon shines
more brightly when full.
Morrison is studying the chemical
composition of samples to piece-
together aspects of the moon's history.

colors

Llentists can duplicate sunlight
^ on moon's surface with

sample in photometer.
•investigator Brian O'Leary
"% sample's brightness.

The excitement shows as research
assistant Andrew Kashuba Jr. of
Morrison's team prepares to insert
lunar soil samples in spectrometer.

Weighing in samples.
Co-investigator O'Leary works with
graduate student Frank Briggs to
insure precise measurement.

Reactor Manager Howard Aderhold
helps postdoctoral student

Jesse T. Gerard (with fishing
rod) insert cylinders containing
lunar samples into reactor core.
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Humanities Council
Reports To Dean

The Humanities Council,
which reports to the Dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences, has
submitted a report to Dean
Alfred E. Kahn.

S. Cushing Strout. professor of
English, is chairman and
secretary of the Council. Other
Council members are Neil H.
Hertz, assistant professor of
English; Brian Tierney. the
Goldwin Smith Professor of
Medieval History; Paul Olum.
professor of mathematics; Alain
Seznec. associate dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences;
George Gibian, professor of
Russian literature and chairman
of the Committee on Soviet
Studies; Martie W. Young,
professor and chairman of the
Department of the History of Art;
James H. Clancy, professor and
chairman of the Department of
Theatre Arts.

The text of the Humanities
Council report to Dean Kahn
follows:

The recent exodus from
Cornell of distinguished
professors of the humanities
sharply focused faculty and
student attention last spring on
the crisis of the humanities, until
the events of April overwhelmed
all other considerations The
national problem1 of the
humanities in terms of their
relative lack of subsidy for
research is a familiar. if
depressing, story. The local
problem has been accentuated
by a widespread lack of
confidence among humanists in
the former President 's
understanding of the importance
of humanistic education or in his
ability to use the "moral
platform" of the presidency for
advancing the cause of the
humanities in the University
community We recognize,
however, that both the Society
for the Humanities and, to some
extent, the Six-Year Ph.D.
Program, developed during the
last administration, were
designed to improve the status of
the humanities at Cornell. We
think both efforts have made
valuable contributions', but as
elite programs, they have not
affected enough faculty or
students to make the vital
difference.

The loss of professors to other
universities reflects in part
Cornell's inferior competitive
position, in terms of research
time and support for humanists.
as well as the harmful isolation
at Cornell of too many humanists
from their necessary allies in
complementary fields. with
whom they can interact, both as
teachers and as scholars. A loss
or weakness in one field is felt in
many others, and increasingly
the interdisciplinary demands of
modern scholarship link the
humanities to relevant fields in
the social sciences. (At least
three professors who left Cornell
were attracted by the presence of
needed allies in complementary
fields.)

The pluralism of Cornell's
collegiate structure also puts a
heavy burden on the relatively
small humanities sector in its
effort to provide humanistic
education for large numbers of
students in other colleges.
Sufficient support to mount the
recently-designed Freshman
Humanities Program so as to
meet its original objectives has
been conspicuously absent. Last
spring. 92 out of 136 sections
were taught by teaching
assistants. 85 of these sections
were given by one department
(English), and only a handful of
tenured faculty. at best,
participated in the program. The
director of the program believes

at students from the Arts
college, who are outnumbered
three to one. are least likely to
get their choice of sections.

More conventional house-
keeping problems are also a
source of discontent. Cornell's
provisions for seminar rooms
and office space for humanists
are notoriously parsimonious.
They are often cited as a visible
lack of an invisible grace.
Seminar space directly affects
the quality of teaching itself,
particularly in the humanities
where the material comes alive
only in the context of an active
engagement with the thoughts
and feelings that animate
documents and artifacts, rather
than in the passive absorption of
information.

There are still departments in
which senior members (as well
as junior) have to share offices
and in which no room is
available for department
meetings Many departments
find their classroom space
spread all over the campus.
History classes occupy eight
different buildings. English
classes sprawl over twelve, four
of them outside the Arts College.
Both History and Government
share one seminar room in West
Sibley. In Goldwin Smith, six
seminar rooms are shared
among all the humanist fields
and economics. Some
humanities classes are taught in
chemistry labs, plant pathology
rooms, or the Willard Straight
Theatre. (Surely there are
grounds better than politics for
engendering the desperate
desire to take over a building!)

SUMMARY:
The limited focus of the

previous administration on the
problems of the humanities
overemphasized the effect of the
temporary presence of
prestigious visitors or of a small
group of "accelerated" students,
while it underemphasized the
costs of a serious transformation
of the Freshman English
Program. The University's sense
of the humanities was never
comparable to its understanding
of the sciences. The result was a
tendency to see the humanities
as merely providing a brief
cultural service to non-humanists
Continued on Page 9

Humanities Report Proposes
Interdisciplinary Course Model
Contained in the report of the
Humanities Council is a
discussion of an Interdisciplinary
Humanistic Studies Program as
explained here.

1 The current crisis in the
humanities has focused our
attention on the need for small
classes. carefully planned
courses on the freshman
sophomore level. The traditional
pyramid pattern (survey courses,
large lecture classes in
underclass years, followed by
increasingly specialized, smaller
courses later) does not conform
to any pedagogic principle but is
based primarily on economic
considerations. Pedagogically. a
good argument could be made
for just the opposite procedure.

2. There are many signs that
underclass students have
become more and more
dissatisfied with the mass-
production methods to which

4 At the same time, the
current demand for "relevant"
courses (whether proposed
directly by students or by faculty)
generally results in an exclusively
c o n t e m p o r a r y , t o p i c a l
orientation. What is not new and
i m m e d i a t e is o f t e n
indiscriminatingly rejected as out-
moded and abstract We agree
that "relevance" is a criterion
that cannot be ignored now. and
consequently any course of study
that focuses exclusively and
dogmatically on a canon, on
what is hallowed by heritage, will
be inadequate. But we hope to
find some way of bringing
present concerns and traditional
values into new relations
whereby they refocus each other.

5. The entering freshman is
normally wholly unprepared to
commit himself to a single
discipline (a prospective major)
'How can we help him make the

bearing of several disciplines
upon one issue; 2.) several men
demonstrate the bearings of their
own specialties on a common
problem. But: it is rare to find a
teacher whose temper and
abilities allow him to present a
truly interdisciplinary approach;
and, in the case of a
heterogeneous. uncoordinated
panel of experts, the problem of
synthesis, of just what the limits
of the several disciplines are. is
simply left to the student. We are
content to allow novice students
to piece together what the
experts cannot resolve

8 A new model for an
interdisciplinary course on an
underclass level is needed It will
require the cooperation of a
group of acknowledged teachers
and scholars in a variety of
disciplines, all working jointly in
the planning and teaching of the
course, in such a way that their

they are subjected. One is the
student demand for greater
independence in planning
curriculum from the start, a
demand which Cornell has tried
to meet through such programs
as the College Scholar Program
and the recently liberalized
procedure for allowing any
student to fashion an
independent major. But these are
not true solutions. They tend to
throw the burden of choice
largely upon the student. It is a
laissez-faire policy, but not a
change in substance.

3. There have been, of course,
repeated efforts to introduce a
core course of the traditional
"general education" sort, such
as the Program in Greek
Civilization or the early part of the
Six-Year Ph.D. Program. The first
has aroused little interest among
incoming students. The latter is
of necessity an elite program.
Undoubtedly, some of the
courses developed in it could be
adapted to a broader underclass
program. It should be noted,
though, that the courses
developed for the Six-Year Ph.D.
Program embody no consistent
pedagogic philosophy. They are
not necessarily interdisciplinary.
Some are general education
courses of a traditional sort,
others fairly specialized.

best choice? The traditional
survey courses that are offered in
literature and history are often
too ambitious and diffuse; other
areas, such as psychology,
philosophy. sociology. offer
introductory courses which are
too immediately specialized and
abstract. Is it .not possible to
conceive of one or a set of
courses wherein the differences
that exist among various
disciplines and the idea of a
poss ib le sny thes is is
incorporated into the very
organization of the course?

6. This is a challenging notion.
for fragmentation of knowledge,
of methodology seems to be
predicated by the very nature of
the organization of a university
into departments and schools
Most members of the faculty see
their primary allegiance in terms
of a single discipline which, if not
necessarily competing with, is at
least clearly demarcated from, all
others. Thus any plan for an
effective interdisciplinary course
needs to include some means for
allowing the participating faculty
to transcend this sense of the
separation of disciplines and the
fragmentation of knowledge.

7. Interdisciplinary approaches
in teaching are generally of two
sorts: 1 ) one man, extending
beyond his own field, shows the

interaction is continually
informing the conception of the
course.

9. A MODEL PLAN FOR SUCH
A COURSE: A.) A core staff of
about four full-ranking faculty
members (plus teaching
assistants) drawn from a variety
of disciplines in the humanities
and social sciences. B.) The staff
will plan the course around a
core issue or problem. This
problem should not be the sort of
"theme" that is often used to
organize a historical survey of
western culture. It may well be
that the problem chosen would
fhvolve a study in depth of key
examples in such a way as to
exemplify the convergence of a
variety of disciplines upon them,
e.g. (to cite a term often loosely
defined and badly overworked),
"alienation." C.) About two-fifths
of the student's time in his
underclass years should be given
to this course. Thus it would
carry six credit hours. It should
fulfill the Freshman Humanities
requirement and the distribution
requirement in humanities and
social sciences. D.) To preserve
the values of a small-class
setting and of continuity in
contact between teacher and
students, an instructor would
meet regularly twice a week, for
Continued on Page 9



Humanities Council
Continued from Page 8
whose serious business was
technical training. While much
lip-service has been given to the
importance of interdisciplinary
connections, no plans were ever
developed for recognizing them
in practice, except through the
negative laissez-faire principle of
freeing students from previous
c o u r s e r e q u i r e m e n t s .
Furthermore, some of the
Proposals first made by the Ad
Hoc Committee on the
Humanities (1965) remained in
'irnbo, for example, an adequate
theatre, new building space for
humanists, more frequent
sabbatical research leaves, and
better pay for travel to scholarly
meetings. In certain fields,
conspicuous gaps were never
'tiled,-.for example, the history
and philosophy of religion,
Western and Asian alike.
PROPOSALS:

1 The Andrew Dickson White
house should be designated as
the nucleus of a new Cornell
Center for the Humanities. It
should be extended to provide
ample space for seminar rooms
and for offices, with due respect
'or the charm of the site and the
style of the building. The new
classrooms should be furnished
with modern audio-visual
equipment, and the Center
should have space for a small
library to house books related to
'he subjects taught there in any
9iven year The new director of
'he Society for the Humanities
^ight take on an expanded role
as director of the Center as well.
'' is important to tie the Society
'or the Humanities as closely as
Possible, within the limits of its
objectives, to the functional
Purposes of the humanities at
Cornell. This proposal is intended
10 give the humanities more
visibility and space on the
campus, but the current problem
o' housing is so pressing that it
W'H probably be necessary as
wel| to reserve Stimson for future
use by humanists.

2 The Center would be an
aPpropriate place to house the
new program, currently being
developed, for interdisciplinary
study of the humanities. ,|t would
a'm to establish links between
humanists and social scientists.
l n keeping with important trends
l n modern scholarship.

3. The interdisciplinary
Program (IHS) will itself tend jo
highlight some current staffing
needs, but the main thrust for
dealing with them will come
through remedying the glaring
'ack of support for the Freshman
Humanities Program, originally
Proposed by the report on the
reform of undergraduate
education. Small departments
Can not participate in this
Drogram unless they have
sufficient staff to release
Drofessors for that purpose;
consequently. some of the most
Popular choices in the program
a re for sections in which the
9nrollment represents a very
Srr»aU fraction of the large
nurnbers who would like to take
'hem. e.g. in Philosophy.

Comparative Literature. and

History of Art.
A minimum effort to make the

program achieve its original
objectives would represent an
increased cost per term of about
$197,500 On Jhat basis,
teaching assistants would
sustain 35 sections (one per
man), non-tenured faculty would
sustain 50 sections, and tenure
staff would sustain the additional
50 sections This change
measures the gap between the
original conception of the
program and its actuality.
Without such support, many
humanists understandably feel
that the program would have to
be restricted to Arts College
students in order not to penalize
them.

4. An adequately supported
freshman program would require
new staff, but it can not be
expected to maintain Cornell's
competitive position with respect
to attracting or holding leading
scholars. Several University
Professorships should be
established with high salaries,
adequate research support, and
generous leaves of absence.
W h e t h e r a t t a c h e d to
departments or not, such
professors might be ex officio
members of the Society for the
Humanities. It would be
assumed that they would play a
part in the teaching of
undergraduates.

5. Support of research must be
greatly expanded from the
present meager base. Current
funds ($60,000) are sufficient to
provide $1000 research support
for assistant professors who
intend to spend the whole
summer working on an approved
project, provided they do not
teach Summer School. No funds
at all are available to provide
research time for any faculty
member above the rank of
assistant professor. In this
respect there is a gross
discrepancy between humanists
and scientists at Cornell and
between humanists at Cornell
and those at other major
universities. Humanities Faculty
Research Grants are given to
requests for some expenses
(transportation. microfilms,
typing), but even these are
sometimes curtailed for lack of
funds. Unless a major effort is
made to increase support for
humanities research, many
professors will continue to pay
out of their own pockets for
doing work that is a very
important part of their
professional life.

These proposals, we believe,
are related to each other. Taken
together, they represent our best
judgment at present of what
must be done to arrest the
decline in the morale and the
academic prosperity of the
humanities at Cornell.

JFK Award
Applications are now being

accepted for the John F. Kennedy
Award which was established by
the Cornell Class of 1964.

Applications may be picked up
in the Office of Scholarships and
Financial Aid in Day Hall.
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semester; the adviser would be
the student's seminar teacher
and would aid the-student to
choose elective courses that may
be related to the core problem.

12. A number of courses

following this model plan could
run simultaneously, each with a
different core topic or problem A
stable student-teacher ratio
would, however, have to be
decided on and maintained.
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Interdisciplinary Humanistic Studies
Continued from Page 8
an hour and a half each time,
with his class. If the total course
enrollment were sixty and each
seminar group consisted of
fifteen students, then each of the
four instructors could be in
charge of a different seminar-
group during each of the four
semesters of the freshman -
sophomore years. This seminar
would constitute one-half of the
total course work (three credit
hours for the students). There
would be a common reading list,
perhaps with appropriate
variations, determined by all the
instructors. This rotation method
lets all the students get the
benefit of the various teachers in
the course of two years

10. So far, however, we have
not moved beyond the traditional
kind of classroom situation. We
need to devise a new mode of
teacher-student relationship that
could fully use a staff with a
continuing commitment to this
type of course.
• 11. The other half of the

course (the student's remaining
three credit hours) would involve
the following activities: A.)
Lectures and discussion bringing
together all of the seminar-
groups and instructors at once in
one two-hour meeting each
week. The lecture would be by
one of the core teachers (on a
rotating principle) or by a visitor,
and the discussion would also
include prepared critiques of and
supplements to the main lecture
by some of the other teachers or
by any of the students. Here the
interdisciplinary procedure could
be achieved directly before the
students and .with their
participation. B.) Individual
advising. Advising is probably
necessary only in the first

United
Fund
Report

The Cornell division of
the Tompkins County
United Fund drive reached
the $160,000 mark as of
yesterday

Cornell cochairmen
Richard D. Black and
Donald F. Berth report that
4.050 persons have
pledged to this fall's
campaign compared with
the 4.281 who pledged
last year.

Letters have been mailed
to all faculty on leave as
well as to faculty on
campus who have been
regular contributors in the
past but who did not
pledge to this year's drive.
Black and Berth said.
When all these faculty
have made their decisions.
Cornell will likely show a
final total of $165,000.
which is $5,000 short of
the $170,000 Cornell
goal.

Last year $154,414 was
raised.

Chart I: SEMIMARS

60 students divided Into four groups: I, II, III, IV.

4 teachers working aa a taaa and acting as advlaara: A, B, C, 0.

Student groups

1st semester

2nd semester

3rd semester

4th semester

I

A

B

C

0

II

B

C

D

A

III

C

D

A

B

XT

D

A

B

C

Mots: each ••oin*r meets twice a week for \\ hours each.
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Chart III: STATISTICS

The ear* profrsa Allotra 6 credits, iipruinilni 2/5 of th* scudant's tiae each Mm;

MtUl lu : Freshsaa nisanttles: • credits
loeUl Science distribution: • credits
IvmaltlM distribution: t credits

total: U credits
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Grad Student Answers
Williams onCuba Course

Archivist and Locomotives Roll Into Railroad History

David L Bayer, a graduate
student in development
sociology, has asked to respond
to the position taken by L. Pearce
Williams, professor of the history
of science and chairman of the
Department of History, on the
Cuban Revolution course being
taught in the College of Arts and
Sciences. Williams' position was
presented in last week's Cornell
Chronicle. Here is Bayer's
response.

In your recent edition
(Thursday, Nov. 6. 1969). Mr. L.
Pearce Williams, professor of the
history of science, took issue
with Dean (Alfred E.) Kahn of the
Arts College for his decision to
(1) have a course on the Cuban
revolution and (2) allow Mr.
Edward Boorstein who worked
as an economist in Cuba from
1960 to 1963 to teach it. I
would like to take issue with
some of the arguments
presented by Mr. Williams.

Mr. Williams presents the
argument that (1) the Cuban
revolution is not a subject worthy
of study at this time since all the
pertinent documents are not
presently available, therefore
limiting our actual and potential
knowledge of the subject and (2)
Mr Boorstein should not be
teaching the course because he
is biased in favor of the
revolution. With regard to (1) it
should be clear to Mr. Williams
that if we do indeed lack
knowledge about Cuba, as he
claims, it is from the period of
approximately 1960 to the
present. Therefore, a course on
the Cuban revolution could at
least cover the history of Cuba
before the revolution, something
which Mr. Boorstein has been
careful to do and which can be
crossed-checked with a number
of sources. Moreover, there are
an increasing number of articles
and books about the revolution,
many written by Marxists but
some not. which can and are
being used in Mr. Boorstein's
course. Is it the case that Mr.
Williams, not being a Latin
Americanist, does not know of
these works, himself, and
therefore presumes to project his
own inadequacies upon the
students of Cornell? Even as a
professor of history of science
Mr. Williams seems to do pretty
badly when he (a) makes the
analogy between teaching a
chemistry course without
experiments and the Cuban
revolution without information
and (b) argues that lack of
sufficient information (which he
does not define) is grounds for
not teaching the course. As a
historian Mr. Williams must
realize that a revolution is not in
any way like a chemistry
experiment which can be
stopped and started by the
experimenter A revolution deals
with people not things. The
forms of proof required in the
social and natural sciences are,
by the very nature of the different
subject matter in them, distinct.
Arguing in terms of the history of

science alone, which Mr.
Williams is presumably familiar
with, quite a number of famous
scientists advanced in their work
despite the fact that they often
lacked complete knowledge of
that which they were studying
(Curie. Salk. Einstein, to name a
few).

With regard to (2) above. Mr.
Williams tells us." "Again, it is not
Mr. Boorstein who is of central
importance here. but the
principles involved" I want the
reader, especially the faculty, to
pay careful attention to the
location of the foregoing remark.
It was made near the end of Mr.
Williams' letter and designed to
cloak Mr. Williams' own biases in
the type of rhetoric — not the
man, but the principle — which
appeals to the faculty But. in
fact, at the beginning of Mr.
Williams' letter, he passes
judgment on Mr Boorstein's
qualifications when he says. "Mr.
Boorstein's credentials in my
opinion are seriously deficient'.
Obviously. Mr. Williams has
done exactly what he told us he
is not doing: attacking the man
(for almost half a page worth)
besides the principle. I am sure
that the faculties in the
Government and Economics
Department, are in a better
position to know if any principles
have been violated. Once again I
question Mr. Williams' capacity
to judge Mr. Boorstein since, as
far as I know, and I could be
dead wrong. Mr. Williams is not
a Latin Americanist. As far as Mr.
Boorstein's book, "The Economic
Transformation of Cuba." goes. I
too have been reading it and find
it quite refreshing next to so-
called objective works, such as
C. W. Anderson's "Politics and
Economic Change in Latin
America" which blatantly omits
the role of the C.I.A. in the
overthrow of the Arbenz
government in Guatemala in
1954. As far as Mr. Boorstein's
biases goes, he readily and
forthrightly admits them which
says more for his sense of
honesty than that of Mr.
Williams. I find it particularly
disturbing to read Mr. Williams'
sentence. "So far as I know, the
members of the departments
concerned never met with and
probed Mr. Borstein's mind
(emphasis my own) prior to his
appointment". I hate to think
how close we would be to
Orwell's "1984" if we were to
follow Mr. Williams' idea of
having our minds probed.

When Mr. Williams tells us that
P.M. Sweezy is a "real" scholar,
but Mr. Boorstein is not and
therefore, ". . . the normal checks
on irresponsibility on the part of
the instructor are not present in
this case." I am forced to ask, do
scholars (or professionals) have a
unique claim to responsibility?
Certainly Mr. Williams' use of the
rhetoric of professionalism and
the slogan "the student must be
protected" to hide his dislike for
Mr. Boorstein which comes

FINAL DIESEL STOP — Herbert Finch, archivist of the Labor Management Documentation Center of the New York
State School of Industrial and Labor Relations checks mechanisms of one of two ten-foot diesel locomotive models
presented to Cornell by the United Transportation Union (UTU). University has nation's largest collection of materials

on railroad labor history

Union Adds Locomotive Models
To Railroad Labor Collection
Two ten-foot models of diesel

locomotives have been
presented to Cornell University
as part of the nations largest
collection of materials on
railroad labor history.

The locomotives — which
weigh half a ton — were
presented by the United
Transportation Union (UTU) as
part of the records it is

depositing in the Labor
Management Documentation
Center of the New York State
School of Industrial and Labor
Relations (ILR).

The UTU was formed in 1969
by a merger of four unions—The
Order of Conductors and
Brakemen, the Brotherhood of
Locomotive Firemen and
Engineers.-the Brotherhood of

clearly through his letter
suggests that Mr. Williams,
himself, is anything but a
professional and down-right
insulting to those who are or
who are on their way to
becoming professionals. When
comparing Mr Sweezy (whose
book on the revolution I read and
whose lecture at Cornell I
attended) and Mr. Boorstein. I
am reminded of an essay by
Huxley. "On a Liberal
Education", in which he states
quire clearly that there is no
substitute for real experience and
that book knowledge is only a
short-cut for it. Sweezy has
visited Cuba for brief periods,
whereas Boorstein has worked
intimately with the revolution.
Sweezy. at his talk at Cornell last
year, made exactly the mistakes
which one who has not lived in a
revolution is bound to make: he
evaluated it in purely objective
terms. leaving out the
psychological surge of energy
which was released when
Cubans took their destiny in their
own hands. Only Mr. Boorstein
who was close to Cubans during
this time can give us a sense of
what Cubans felt.

When Mr. Williams says.
"Dean Kahn may not know any
Marxists on this campus but I am
sure that all the readers of the
Cornell Chronicle can come up
with a few people who fit the
description", he seems to have
missed the whole question of
having or not having Marxist
professors. Those of us who
want to be exposed to other
models of history like Marxism,
especially those who want to
learn something about Latin

American history which is
strongly infused with Marxism,
are not interested in Mr.
Williams' Marxist friends, but in a
course which places the Marxist
and his interpretation of history
clearly at the center and not on
the periphery which is what a
lecture series would probably do
and what Mr Williams' friends
would most certainly do.

To sum up: I feel that the
appointment of Mr. Williams was
a mistake but a mistake from
which Cornell can profit. His
invidious attempt to use
professional jargon to hide his
true biases and the paternalism
which he displays towards
Cornell's students by suggesting
that they need protection
demonstrates the low regard he
has for those of us who seek
quality. Dean Kahn and the
Departments of Government and
Economics shou ld be
congratulated for their capacity
to be flexible, to stay in contact
with the times, to brave the
adverse criticism which they
knew would come and to act.
Were we to follow the course
suggested by L. P. Williams, we
would most likely be still in the
stone age.

Williams' Reply
Here is Professor L. Pearce

Williams' reply to Mr. Bayer's
letter.

Mr. Bayer's remarks do not
seem to me to affect the validity
of my original criticism of Mr.
Boorstein's appointment and of
the decision of the Dean, the
Department of Government and
the Department of Economics to
Continued on Page 11

Railway Trainmen and the
Switchmen's Union of North
America. The union has about
220.000 members in this
country and Canada.

Herbert Finch, archivist of the
documentation center, said the
historical records of these
unions, dating back to 1868.
form the nucleus of a research
collection in transportation
history that is unparalled in the
United States. Besides
documents. reports and
correspondence, the gift by the
UTU to Cornell includes many
museum pieces such as badges,
banners, posters and pins.

Daniel Collins. assistant
general secretary-treasurer of the
UTU. was at Cornell for the
presentation of the locomotives.

"Now that the four unions are
unified." Collins said, "we were
afraid that their separate
heritages would disappear after
the older members died. We
want this to be a place where
scholars can research the history
of railroading and railroad labor
and where future generations of
transportation unionists can
discover the rich legacy left to
them by their forerunners in the
labor movement."

The UTU has committed
approximately $40,000 for
support of the collection and an
oral history project.

The locomotives arrived in
Ithaca in two crates on a truck
from Cleveland, Ohio, where the
UTU's home office is located.
They will be stored in a storage
room at the center until a
permanent place for them is
found.

The diesels were built in 1961
at a cost of $20,000 to be used
as exhibits before the
P r e s i d e n t i a l R a i l r o a d
Commission which was
investigating locomotive crew
makeup and responsibilities. The
Brotherhood of Locomotive
Firemen and Enginemen made
the models to demonstrate what
they did on their jobs and why
they felt they were essential on
the diesel.
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Student Survey on ROTC
Continued from Page 1
Proposals from members of the
group and on a survey done in
tr)e Ag School last spring. Our
9oal was to allow for the
essential shades of opinion
without being overly
complicated.

The Registrar was asked to
Provide a random sample
comprising one-tenth of the
student body. This he did by
taking an alphabetical listing of
students, randomly choosing one
°' the first ten and then selecting
every tenth student.

Questionnaires were sent to
these students along with a letter
lnQlicating that the survey was an
advisory study.

"In order to insure a large
enough sample, those who had
not returned their questionnaires
were called and requested to do
so. The calling was done by
students in the Dean of Students
Office under the supervision of
an assistant dean. Most
delinquents were contacted and
over 2/3 of the questionnaires
were returned as of yesterday
(Nov. 1 1). Many foreign students
felt it best not to respond.

"The tabulation of the returned
forms was done by the Dean of
Students Office and a final check
of the data collected has been
done by the Office of Institutional
Studies."

ROTC Survey Charts
Table I

Survey Returns

~'9>naI number sent
unusable (55 I n s u f f i c i e n t address,

15 moved, 15 misc.)
No response
Usuable returns

1457

85

389

983

100.0<

5.5J

27.0<

67.5J

Table 2

Number and Percent of Students In Sample by

School and College

School or College Total No.
Enrol led*

Percent

of Total

No. In
Samp I e

Percent
of sample

V I culture
Jrcl>. 4 Flno Arts
J r ts 4 Sciences

Muman Ecology
' S LR
"01-orinary
""classified

T°t»i Undergraduates

^•'duate School

Ar°o Space

STUDENTS

2,231

323
3,230
2,052

504
953
429
231
74

10,027

3,444

277
383
10

16
2
23
15
3
7
3
.2
—

71

24
2
3
—

158
1 1

225
147
28
64
18
17
1

669

266
20
28
--

14,141 983

16
I

23
15
3
7
2
2

27
2
3

100

TOTAL

ft—

l-es of the Office

Number

of tho Registrar

Table 3

4 Percent of Students in Sample by Sex

No. Percent

Enrol led of Total

10,744 76

3,397 24

14,141 100

Table 4

Survey Responses — Total

*

No. In

Samp 1 e

729

254

983

Percent

of Total

74

26

100

Response

No Opinion No Answer
or Specify

Just Off Broadway

No. t No. ) No. t No.

Should the ROTC Programs, In any

'orm, be continued at Cornell?

Should ROTC Programs continue at

Cornell:

•• as they are now?

£• with some modifications?

Jjjould academic credit be given for

"OTC courses taught by military offi-

cers, which are not offered under the
a"splcos of a degree-granting unit
o f the University?

*• Credit for alt such coursos?

"• Credit for such courses except

In drill, orientation and

leadership?

"•• No credit for any such courso?

?• Ohtor (Specify)

Should the University work toward the

9oai of:
a* Improving professional military

education at Cornell?

"• Transferring the military portion

of officer training (drill,

orientation, leadership) off

campus?
c- Complete disassoclatlon of

Cornell from military training?

"• Other (Specify)

663 67 291 30 23

157

476

230
100
197

408

342

294

307

16

48

23

10

20

42

35

30

31

599

276

617

693

540

343

469

436

489

61

28

63

70

55

35

48

44

50

75

86

23
52

47

25

72

76

39

8

9

2

5

5

3

7

8

4

152

145

113

138

199

207

31

100

177

148
36

15

15

12

15

20

20

3

10

18

15
4
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MFA Training Ground — A student relaxes outside Drummond Studio, one of the centers of theatrical activity for the
master of fine arts (MFA) in professional theater students. The MFA students often put on one act plays in the studio
as part of their acting training under professional actor Louis Turenne. and Stephen Cole and James Clancy from the
theater arts department

Graduate Program in Theater
Offers Professional Background

Headed for professional
theater careers, three women
and one man will leave Cornell
this year with the University's
first master of fine arts in
professional theater degrees.

The master of fine arts (MFA)
in professional theater program
began at Cornell last year As the
program advances it may provide
a Broadway showcase for its
students. The program already
includes a repertory company
that performs different plays at
Cornell during the summer.

Stephen Cole. assistant
professor of theater arts, heads
the MFA in professional theater
program. In setting up the
program, Cole explained, the
department d e s i g n e d an
expanded program that would
provide professionally-oriented
students with a good background
for theater work.

"We want to keep a small
individualistic . program." Cole
said. Eventually, he would like to
have a core of 30 actors in the
program, along with a few MFA
students in the other categories
i n c l u d i n g d i r e c t i n g ,
pi aywr i g h t i n g . cos tume
designing and scenery designing
The program now has 10 actors
and one director. Further
expansion will include students
in the other categories.
Fellowships and assistantships
are available to those entering
the program, he said.

To accomodate its actors and
director, the department added
special courses aimed at the
professionally-oriented graduate
student.

Six training courses were
added for the MFA students:
voice and speech for
performance, taught by Mrs.
Laverne Light; dance and
movement for the theater, taught
by Miss Peggy Lawler;
weaponry, by Raoul Sudre;
singing, by Miss Barbara Troxell:

American mime, by Paul Curtis;
and acting, by Louis Turenne,
Cole and James Clancy

Two of the teachers are
professionals who commute
from New York City to teach
courses here. Turenne, a
professional actor, teaches the
MFA acting I class. And Curtis is
the founder and head of the
American Mime Theater Both
Cole and Clancy, who is
chairman of the Department of
Theater Arts, have been
professional actors.

Most of the new courses are
taught by persons from the
Ithaca area. "I really find it
tremendous that they could find
people with' so many talents right
here." Cole said. "That's a big
plus for any school outside New
York."

In fact, the availability of high
quality local talent will make it
possible for the program to have
a repertory next summer largely
made up of MFA students and
local professionals. Cole said the
department will include in its
summer repertory theater
professionals from outside the
Ithaca area.

About 15 persons would form
a solid base for a repertory
theater. Cole said, including 10
MFA students and five
professionals. Last summer a
mixture of local actors and the
MFA students performed three-
plays in repertory. It was a
small company, including only
four MFA students and four local
professionals, but it laid down the
structure for the larger company
expected next summer.

Cole said the department looks
at the professional program not
as a regular nine-month-a-year
program, but as an 11-month
program. "In the summer." he
said. "They stop courses and
concentrate on a theater
experience."

This "theater experience" need

not be with the repertory theater
in Ithaca. The students are also
encouraged to work in other
summer theaters when they get
parts.

At the end of their training.
Cole said, the department helps
them to find parts and to
participate in the national
collegiate auditions of the
Theater Communications Group,
which is a liason between
college and professional theater

Williams'
Reply
Continued from Page 10
sponsor the course in the Cuban
revolution. Mr. Bayer admits that
Mr Boorstein is biased, that his
book is not scholarly and that he
(Mr Bayer) is not interested in
the evaluation of the Cuban
revolution in purely objective
terms. My expertise, or lack of it,
in Latin American affairs is totally
irrelevant to the major point
which I shall reiterate: I think
courses at a university should be
offered by scholars who make it
a point to counterbalance their
biases through scholarship by
attempting to be objective.
Marxists at Cornell, who are also
scholars, do this and their
courses are both popular and
rewarding. Mr. Bayer rejects
these criteria and would open
the door to any crackpot
provided only. I gather, that he
was involved in whatever
movement he wishes to lecture
about. The difference is precisely
that professionalism which Mr.
Bayer denigrates. Should Mr.
Bayer need some help in
distinguishing between the value
to students of the professional
teacher-scholar and the biased
propagandist. I should be glad to
offer it in a friendly, paternal way.
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Calendar
November 13-19

III. "Technocracy: Children."
4 p.m. Sonata Recital. Robert Bloch, violin and

Malcolm Bilson. piano. Program: Sonatas by Mozart.
Bartok. Beethoven. Statler Auditorium.

7 p.m. Diwali (Festival of Lights). Cornell India
Association, sponsor. Anabel Taylor Hall Auditorium.

8-11 p.m. Bound for Glory. Live WVBR Broadcast with
Phil Shapiro. Sponsored by and held in The Commons.
Anabel Taylor.

Firm (a). Staged and written by Andrea Musher and MollV
Vaux. Sponsored by and held in The Commons. Anabel
Taylor

Wednesday, November 19
7:15 and 9 p.m "Film. The Purple Death, starring

Buster Crabbe as "Flash Gordon." Young Republicans,
sponsor. Ives 120.

Thursday, November 13
11:15 a.m. George Fisher Baker Lecture.

"Hydroporation" Herbert C Brown. professor.
Department of Chemistry, Purdue University. Clark 700

4 p.m. International Agricultural Development
Seminar Keith H. Stemkraus. professor of food science
and technology. New York State Agricultural Experiment
Station at Geneva. "Developments in Food Service at the
University of the Philippines." Emerson 135

4 3 0 p.m Genetics Training Grant Seminar. "Gene
Mutation as a Non-autonomous Event." Melvin Green,
professor of genetics. Department of Genetics. University
of California. Warren 131.

8 p.m. Lecture. "Monolingual Demonstration in Field
Methods." Kenneth Pike, professor of linguistics.
University of Michigan. Cornell Linguistics Circle,
sponsor. Ives 110.

Friday, November 14
4:30 p.m. Genetics Training Grant Seminar "One Gene

One Chromosome: The Genetics of Chromosome
Organization." Melvin Green (see Nov. 13). Warren 131.

7 and 9 p.m 'Cornell University Cinema. Stolen
Kisses, directed by Francois Truffaut. with Jean-Pierre
Leaud and Delphine Seyrig. Statler Auditorium

7 and 9:15 p.m. 'Film. Petulia. with Julie Christie and
George C. Scott (Attendance limited to Cornell
community.) Cornell Cinema Society, sponsor Ives 120.

Saturday, November 15
7 and 9 p.m. "Cornell University Cinema. Stolen Kisses

(see Nov. 14). Statler Auditorium.
7 and 9: T5 p.m. " Film. Petulia (see Nov 14). Ives 120.
8 p.m. "Hockey. Frosh and Varsity exhibition. Lynah

Rink.
8:15 p.m, "Varsity Polo. Mahoning Valley Polo Club.

Youngstown. Ohio. Cornell Riding Hall.

Monday, November 17

Sunday, November 16
11 a.m. Sage Chapel service. The Reverend Jack

Mendelsohn, minister. First Unitarian Church. Chicago.

4:30 p.m. Informal Concert Ann Silsbee. harpsichord.
Barnes Hall Auditorium.

4:30 p.m. Lecture (in French). "Semiology and Praxis."
Umberto Eco. professor of philosophy of
communications. Department of Letters. University of
Rome. Department of Romance Studies, sponsor. Ives
110

6:45 and 8:20 p m. "Films. Lee Marvin in Point Blank
(at 6:45 p.m.). and Grand Prix (at 8:20 p.m.) (Attendance
limited to Cornell community.) Cornell Cinema Society,
sponsor. Ives 120.

7 and 9 p.m. "Cornell University Cinema. How I Won
4The War. directed by Richard Lester, with Michael

Crawford and John Lennon. Statler Auditorium.

7:30 p.m. "Cornell University Cinema. Last of the Fall
Subscription Series. Mother and Chess Fever, both
directed by Pudovkin. Drummond Studio. Lincoln.

8 p m. Lecture. "Prosopography and the Roman'
Revolution." Alvin Bernstein, visiting assistant professor
of ancient history. Department of History. Cornell Classics
Club, sponsor. Lounge. Sage Graduate Center.

8:15 p.m Lecture Series. Biology and Society. "Man's
Nature: Human Evolution: Late." Kenneth A.R Kennedy,
associate professor: field representative. Anthropology.
Bailey Hall

Tuesday, November 18
11:15 a.m. George Fisher Baker Lecture. "Oigano-

boranes" Herbert C. Brown, professor. Department of
Chemistry, Purdue University. Clark 700.

6:45 and 8:20 p.m. " Films. Point Blank and Grand Prix
(see Nov. 17). Ives 120.

7 and 9 p.m. "Cornell University Cinema. How i Won
The War (see Nov. 17). Statler Auditorium.

8:15 p.m. "Bailey Hall Concert. Pierre Fournier, cellist,
with Leon Pommers at the piano. Sonate: Francoeur;
Suite No. 3 in C Major (unaccompanied): Bach; Sonata
in A Major. Opus 69: Beethoven; Sonate: Debussy:
Variations on One String: Paganini.

8:30 p.m. Lecture. "The Future of the New Left in
Middle Class America." Marcus Raskin, fellow. Institute
for Policy Studies. Washington. DC. Cornell Forum,
sponsor. Memorial Room. Willard Straight.

8:30 and 9:30 p.m. Drama. The Terra is no Longer

7:30 p.m. Fishery Seminar-Film Series. "Sharks aS

Barbarians and Benefactors." Perry W. Gilbert, professor
Neurobiology and Behavior; and executive director. Mote

Marine Laboratory, Sarasota. Florida. Bradfield 101.

7:30-1 1 p.m. Folk Dancing, with instruction. Sponsor*
Cornell Folk Dancers and Willard Straight Ha11

International Committee. Memorial Room, Willa^
Straight.

8 p.m Poetry Reading. Robert Peters, professor °'
English, University of California at Irvine, reading from h|S

own works. Department of English, sponsor. Intemation8

Lounge, Willard Straight

8:15 p.m. "Kaufmann Auditorium Production
Antigone Kaufmann Auditorium, Goldwin Smith.

8:30 p.m. Lecture and Slide Presentation by M'5

Bertha Urdang, Israeli art collector and exhibitor. "Art1''
Israel Today." Hillel Foundation, sponsor. The Commo'lSl

Anabel Taylor.

Exhibits
ANDREW DICKSON WHITE MUSEUM OF

Kandinsky Watercolors (closes Dec 14). Prints f°'
Purchase (closes Dec. 14) Hours: Tues. through Sat.. 11

a.m.-5 p.m.; Sunday. 1-5 p.m.; closed Monday.
JOHN M. OLIN LIBRARY. Rare Book Room, Gallery *

Lower Level: A Century and a Half of French Illustrator
History of Science Collections: Fabulous Animals. MaP
Reading Room: Photographs of the Moon, taken by ^ e

five lunar orbiters (closes Nov. 30)
URIS LIBRARY. A Century and a Half of FrenC^

Illustrators.
ALBERT R. MANN LIBRARY First floor: The Gold^

Age of Entomological Illustration. 1750-180"
(November 1-30).

McGRAW HALL. Department of Geological Science5

(first floor, center hall): Fossils: Edible and *
Mollusks: Mineral Deposits: Ore Minerals for
Metals: Interglacial Deposits Along Cayuga
Department of Geological Sciences (Room 130, Ma"1

(Center) Entrance): Special Exhibit prepared by U ,;
Geological Survey "Infrared Studies: Hawaii-
(November 1-30).

"Admission charged.
Attendance at all events is limited to the approv6

seating capacity of the hall.


